
The Sr. Financial Analyst will demonstrate an ability
to influence business leaders, support thoughtful
decision-making, and adapt to a rapidly evolving

environment. Regular collaboration with executives
and varying levels of the business will allow you the

opportunity to exhibit your verbal and written
communication skills. A typical day in this role

provides an opportunity to improve and create new
measures for business effectiveness, innovate

creative solutions, and identify opportunities to
maximize results for key stakeholders. 

Compensation: 
 

$90,000.00 - $100,000.00 + Benefits

We are now Hiring!



Key lead and contributor to enterprise-wide projects for corporate
and business development.
Key lead and contributor to the building of annual budget
Supports monthly/quarterly capital expenditure spending for
enterprise level projects.
Works with a variety of data sources. Identifies incomplete or
inaccurate data, identifies root causes of data issues, escalates
discrepancies, fixes data where possible or partners to deliver a
solution
Support the month and year end closing process with key operational
analysis
Prepare weekly financial reports by collecting market data, analyzing
industry trends and summarizing information and results
Prepare quarterly bench marking analysis for executive review
Review financial/operations data & compile reports for trend &
forecasting purposes
Support the development and maintenance of complex financial
models used for business cases
Develop and support custom reports through various reporting
platforms (ex. PowerBI, Excel, Access, SSRS)
Prepare documentation and provide support to stakeholders as
needed on various reporting projects

JOB RESPONSIBILITIES 



Bachelor's Degree in Accounting, Finance,

Economics, Business Administration or Math.

MBA a plus

4+ years of Finance and/or Accounting
experience in a manufacturing and/or
distributor environment. 

Experience working within the Food and

Beverage industry preferred, not required

QUALIFICATIONS
/ SKILLS 



Strong Systems: Expertise in Excel modeling and creating
presentations in PowerPoint. SQL experience and PowerBI
report building is a plus.
Uses active listening skills intuitively to communicate data
(both written and verbal) in a clear, concise, and
unambiguous manner. Adjusts style for various audiences to
articulate complex finance issues clearly.
Approach to work with an Intellectual curiosity
Commitment to a professional development plan 
Comfortable to pivot and manage deliverables on a variety
of projects
Strong interpersonal skills including diplomacy, negotiating,
reasoning, problem solving, and influence

QUALIFICATIONS
/ SKILLS 



Our client is a family-owned and operated company which means, respect, integrity, support, and commitment to excellence. Their dedication 
starts with how they respect the land and the people who work it and carries over into the way in which they conduct all business. This same 
thoughtful care goes into how they handle their precious cargo. Their products are harvested at exactly the right time, packed to perfection, 

and delivered fresh for enjoyment, worldwide.

 We're here to help
 

E-mail the resume of interested recipient to: 
careers@martins-ig.com

 
One of our Talent Acquisition Experts will 

contact you to provide further details. 

 
Position Location:

Murrieta, California 
Telephone:

        866-451-4405 

Website:

  www.martins-ig.com

CONTACT


